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We are pleased to announce the Danesfield Manor School chess club is continuing in the 
autumn term 2020 for all year 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6 children of any level or ability.  As we are all social 
distancing, so too is the chess club.  Below is a photograph of the hall ready for the start of a 
chess club session with chairs 2 metres from the board.   
 

 
 
One player approaches the board to make their move while their opponent sits and waits on 
their chair.  The player then takes their seat and the seated opponent approaches the board 
to make their move.  When a piece is captured the player places their piece in the square 
pushing the opponents to the edge of the square and leaves it there then when the opponent 
approaches the board first, they remove their piece which has been captured and place it 
beside the board then second, they make their move.  This way each player only touches 
their own set of pieces.  
 
The new method outlined above for playing matches tends to take up most of the session, 
but this is great as it means the children are playing more slowly and I have noticed the quality 
of their games has increased.  So far, when a game has concluded before the end of the 
session, I have replayed the game with the players sitting on their chairs analysing their 
moves and outlining areas for improvement.  If we have time at the end of the session any 
members who have finished their match game will either have analysis for their game with 
me or be taught with the interactive whiteboard using a variety of chess applications, 
programs and online websites videos of annotated games, planning, tactical, positional and 



mating theory, Masters’ thinking, puzzles, etc.  All pupils will need to stay seated on their 
chair for this to keep distanced from everybody else. 

Chess impacts children in many positive ways:  

• Chess links very well with maths.  It is also about having a strategic mindset where you 
are looking ahead rather than looking at the very short-term. Thinking ahead with chess, 
is not just the next move, it’s a few moves ahead. If you think about problem-solving in 
maths and science as well is very much based on ‘if I do this, what will the knock-on be.  
Children are asked how much are all the pieces worth, add up all the pieces, the ability to 
do addition quickly without pens or paper – and these are all key skills required in maths.   

• Chess involves making choices and decisions and develops resilience and independence.  
Chess is felt to help develop ‘soft skills’, resilience and strategic thinking because one 
can lose a match, and it’s not the end of the world... 

• Chess can support the development of a positive self-image - Self-esteem: children who 
identify themselves as good at chess... They feel valued themselves, they feel a sense of 
achievement. They recognise that it’s an intelligent game, it’s not Ludo!   

• Chess is felt to have a positive impact in terms of improved behaviour, with the focus 
and concentration required fostering a calm atmosphere.  Benefits for children who might 
not shine, or even be visible, in other school activities.  

• Chess can be an important ‘hook’ in improving school attendance.  

• Improving Critical thinking and cognitive skills. Chess has had a positive impact in 
developing our children’s reasoning and analytical skills.   

Chess classes will continue to be held Tuesdays before school from 8.00am to 8.45am.  
The first session is Tuesday 15th September 2020.  This is a wonderful way for children to 
start/ continue a life game and lesson. 
 
We will start a new club tournament this autumn term.  The winner will receive a trophy, 
runners up, down to fourth place, will receive a gold, silver or bronze medal.  The tournament 
is played once a week in the club.  Even if your child has never played chess before, they will 
be able to compete in this club tournament when we start later in the term.   
 
Due to the Covid 19 pandemic this year, there are no over the board chess competitions.  
However, we are hoping to organise some internet competitions to keep the children busy 
and give them a chance to demonstrate and improve their skills.  We will email you all 
information on how to take part.   
 
Yours faithfully 

 
Mrs E-J Billington-Phillips 
Chess Coach 
Wey Valley U9 Team Manager 


